AIRSOFT
EXPERIENCE THE ADVENTURE
www.taskforcepaintball.co.uk

“Superb day.Very well
organised and highly conscious
of H&S requirements.
Everyone participated in
the banter.Thoroughly
recommended for a team
building day. “

AIRSOFT
Airsoft is a fast paced,
fast growing recreational
sport that revolves around
replica war games, using
real imitation firearms (RIF)
guns, which fire a 6mm
biodegradable pellet known
as BB’s.
Airsoft games range from single
day skirmishes, to full weekend
long Military simulation (Milsim) or
wargames.
There are many different types
of location from sites similar to
paintball zones, to private land/
factories/quarries and deralict
industrial area, to full military
training areas.
All the different location both
inside or outside offer different
unique types of game play and
scenarios.
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WHERE AIRSOFT
DIFFERS FROM
PAINTBALL
Paintball although fun and
enjoyable is orientated around
quick easy games scenarios such
as capture the flag, or last man
standing, and played in small game
zones, taken a few minutes to
complete.
The enjoyment in airsoft is
driven by the increased realism
of the sport from the realism of
the guns used to the large site
game scenarios taken sometime
hours to achieve the objective.
Game scenarios range from
protection of a high value target,
search and rescue missions. These
sort of game scenarios require
participants to use tactical thinking
and team work form the groups,
to get the objectives completed.
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AIRSOFT
THE KIT AND GUNS

LAW

AGE LIMITS & SAFETY

With the wide spread and fast
growing commercialism of the
sport, individuals or teams can
tailor the kit and how they look to
there own desire. Be it to look like
the united states special warfare
units such as Navy Seals or
Delta force to police and SWAT
units, or even futuristic layout
similar to there favourite video
games. Players can even replicate
historical kit layouts such as World
War 1 and 2,Vietnam and even
boar war.

Due to the realism of the weapons
used, it isva offence to buy or sell
a Real Imitation Firearm (RIF) if
individual goes not have a licence
withing the United Kingdom all
those who wish to purchase a RIF
need to have a United Kingdom
Airsoft Retailers Association
(UKARA) license. To gain certain
site criterail need to be meet.
Taskforce can help you get a
UKARA membership

Our site rules for ages limites

The list of options are endless.
Most members of the sport use
Automatic Electric Guns (AEG)
which use batteries to initiate
the firing mechanism. For added
realism players use Gas Blow Back
(GBB) these tend to be a tad more
expensive and use compressed
CO2 or green gas, similar to what
used in home soda streams.
www.taskforcepaintball.co.uk

14-16 years old, with a paretnt or
guardian present at all times on
location.
16-18 years old, with parental or
guardian permission
18 + at own risk
14-16 years old are required to
wear a full face mask at all times
while outside the safe zone area.
16-18 year old are required to
wear either full face or split face
mask and safety glasses/goggles
at all times while outside the safe
zone area.
18+ are required to wear a
minimum of safety glasses/goggles
at all time while outside the safe
zone area
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OFFICE ADDRESS

SITE ADDRESS

St. Lythans Court
St. Lythans
Cardiff
CF5 6BQ
Tel: 029 2059 3900
office@taskforcepaintball.co.uk
www.taskforcepaintball.co.uk

Just off main A48
Penllyn Estate Farm
Cowbridge
Vale of Glamorgan
CF71 7RQ
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Take the M4 to junction 35 and
follow the A473 towards Bridgend,
at the third roundabout take the
A48 towards Cowbridge, continue
through the 50 mile an hour
limit and staggered crossroads at
Pentre Meyrick, the road drops
down a hill at the bottom of the
hill take a left hand turning (brown
tourism signs are on this junction
to Taskforce) the entrance to the
site is the first gate on the right
hand side. Travel along the stone
track to the car park where a
Taskforce representative will meet
you. If the car park is unattended
do not enter the woodlands
without goggles on as games may
be in progress.

FROM CARDIFF
From the M4 junction 33, take
the A4232 and leave at the first
junction (Culverhouse Cross
Roundabout) take the A48
towards Cowbridge. Go through
St Nicholas, Bonvilston and St
Hillary and join the Cowbridge
by pass (only major bypass on
this road). At the end of the
Cowbridge by pass take the first
turning right, the entrance to the
site is the first gate on the right
hand side.
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DATE GAME:
DAY:
TIME:
ORGANISERS NAME:
ORGANISERS TEL:
INCLUDES:
COST PER PERSON:
DEPOSIT REQUIRED:
DEPOSIT DUE BY:

BOOK NOW: 029 2059 3900
www.taskforcepaintball.co.uk

ANYONE INTERESTED
IN PLAYING TASK
FORCE PAINTBALL/
LASER PLEASE SIGN
BELOW
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